
ISSUE TO BE RESOLVED: 

Does the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act 

(40 USC) authorize the disposal of Government owned patents? 

And, if so, must patents be disposed of by public sale after 

advertising as generally required by the Act, or do patents fall 

within one of the sections which in certain circumstances allow 

property to be disposed of by negotiated sale? 

CONCLUSION: 

Both the language and the legislative history of the Federal 

Property and Administrative Services Act (40 USC) evidence that 

Government owned patents are included as property which can be 

disposed of under the Act. A strict construction of the" language 

of section 484 (e)(5) - which in our opinion is in accord with 

the expianation of the section in thelegi.slative-htstory and in the 

Committee report - would relieve all Government-owned patents as 

a class of property from the general requirement for disposal by 

public sale of the Act,if the Administrator determines that" 

negotiated dispo"sal of Government patents at a fixed price will 

bes t serve the i nteres ts of the Government. However, rega rdl ess 

of the interpretation of section 484(e)(5); patents whose subject 

matter promotes the health, the safety, or the national security of 

the public, may be exempt under 40 USC(e)(3)(B) from the require

ment of disposal by public sale. 
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HISTORY OF THE INCLUSION OF PATENTS IN THE SURPLUS PROPERTY ACT OF 1944 

The Surplus Property Act of 1944 was passed to authorize the disposal 

of Government property which had been purchased for the war effort and 

now was no longer needed or obsolete. 

The Act contained a provision which required Agency heads to notify 

the. Attorney General prior to the sale of certain types of property. 

Patents- were positively 1 isted among the types of property for which 

such notice was required. Accordingly, by negative implication it 

was clear, patents were surplus property which could be disposed of 

under. the Surplus Property Act. 

The inclusion of patents as disposable property under the Surplus 

Property Act of 1944 was consciously considered by the members of 

Congress. Originally, only the Senate bill S. 2065 required that the 

. Attorney General be notified about the sale of patents prior to the 

transaction. The House's notifi~ation provision ion H.R. 5125 listed 

all the same types of property as the Senate bill with the exception 

of patents. The conference compromise accepted the Senate rather 
" " 

than the House version of the notification provision as the final 

provision for the Act. 

Further evidence of the conscious consideration to include 

patents as di sposab 1 e property is noted from the fo 11 owi ng remarks 

made by Senator Stewart, during the Senate hearing on that bill: 
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"I know of no estimate of the value of this great variety 

of intangible property, including industrial techniques, 

processes,and inventions which have been developed in 

Government plants, at Government expense, or under Govern

ment sponsorship, or which have been vested in the Alien 

Property Custodian under the Trading With the Enemy Act. 

These,too, will become Government surplus and should be 

made available to industry in such a way as will best 

promote the public interest. 

It is well remembered that during World War No.1 there· 

was a concentrated techni.cal development incident to production 

for war equal to a far greater span of peacetime years. There 

is every evidence that our technical 'strides in the present 

conflect are even more spectacular. These new techniques con-

stitute an important property and their disposal is a matter of 

concern, not merely to the individuals and corporations that 

may obtain them, but to our society as a whole. They are of 

peculiar interest to small business. They might become a fateful 

instrument in the hands of monopoly. Their distribution may be 

a determini'ng factor in the character of our future economy. 

The question of the Government's protection of this property 

against attempts to secure private patents thereon apparently 

must be considered with that of disposal, if the Government is to 

have this property to dispose of. Already there have been reports 
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of private individuals securing patents on processes developed 

in Government plants, in the development of which they had no 

part. The War Production Chairman, Donald Nelson, recently 

said that this very thing had .been giving him a great deal 

of concern, and that there had been no machinery set up to 

prevent it. 

It appears that little if anything in the way of public 

policy has been determined with regard to this intangible 

property. This phase of the subject has had little investi

gation. In the interest of a socially sound distribution of 

war-surplus property 'and in the particular interest of small 

business disposition of this class of property s,hou1d be 

fully studied and carefully planned. 

Thus it is highly important that technical intangibles 

be included in the planning list. I should like to add that 

this class has also been included in the class.ification of 

property for the disposal of which the board must obtain 

specific c1 earance from the Attorney General. It is important 

an contri buti on whi ch the Mil itary Affairs Committee made to the 

bill." (Emphasis added) 

gO Congressional Record 7251 
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HISTORY OF THE INCLUSION OF PATENTS IN THE FEDERAL PROPERTY ANO 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES ACT OF 1949 

The Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 

(40 USC) was passed to provide a more efficient system of manage

ment for Government property. In order to accompl ish this goal 

Congress es tab 1 i shed a speda 1 agency and del ega ted to it; the power 

to purchase, the power to utilize, and the power to dispose of 

Government property. The disposal authority granted under the 

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 approxi

mated the authority given in the Surplus Property Act. The pro

vision of the earlier act which called for notification of the 

Attorney General prior to the disposal of a patent, was incor

porated into the later Act at 40 USC 207. So, again, by negative 

implication Government owned patents were disposable under 

40 USC 203, "by sale, exchange, lease, permit,or transfer." 

In 1958 the section of the '49 Act which called for notifi

cation of the Attorney General prior to the disposition of certain 

types of property was amended as 40 USC 488. Although certain 

property was deleted from the 1 ist of property for which notifi

cation of the Attorney General was required prior to disposal, patents 

were not so deleted. And as the Act presently stands patents are 

included in this notification section.-
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Since. Congress delegated its Constitutional authority to dispose 

of surplus Government property, first in the Surplus Property Act 

of 1944 and later in the Federal Property and Administrative Services 

Act of '49, patents have been included as the type of property for 

which notification of the Attorney General prior to disposal was 

required. If Congress did not want patents included, it would have 

deleted patents in the later Act or one Of the Amendments to the 

later Act. Clearly, Congress intended, and did include patents as 

property which could be disposed of under the ·~49 Act (40 USC). 
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NEGOTIATED SALES UNDER THE FEDERAL PROPERTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 

ACT OF 1949 

The major pur.pose of the 1958 Amendment to the Federal Property and 

Administrative Services Act of 1949, based on S. 2224 was: 

"to prescribe the situations in which disposal of 
surplus Federal property ... must be accomplished 
by public advertising, and those in which disposals 
of such property may be accomplished by negotiation." 

Congress intended that this amendment 

"would provide a "charter" in the field of surplus 
property disposal comparable to the one contained 
in title III of the Federal Property and Administrative 
Services Act of 1949 applicable to the procurement of 
propetty and services." Ibid 

This Amendment established permanent authority to dispose of surplus 

property by negotiated sale in certain defined instances. Before its 

passage there had been a succession of temporary· grants of such authority. 

Twice, in the nine years prior to the grant of permanent authority, the 

temporary authority lapsed. If the Administrator felt it was in the . 
public interest to dispose of surplus property by negotiated sale, during 

the time when the temporary authority had lapsed, the Administrator would 

have to obtain special legislation authorizing him to negotiate a sale. 

Also, if the Administrator felt that disposal to a particular party 

was desirable and in the public interest, he would have to obtain special 

legislation enabling him to negotiate a sale with such party. 

In order to remedy the problems created by having to periodically seek 

special legislation due to the inadequacies of the temporary authority, the , 
General Services Administrator submitted a bill (S. 2224) which provided for 
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a permamenf authortty for negotiated sales in certain situations. The 

proposed bill was submitted to the Committee on Government Operati ons. 

The Committee, having studied negotiated sales for a number of years 

felt that disposal by negotiated sale was, in the situations designated by 

the bill, in the public interest. Accordingly, the Committee after making 

sl ight alterations to the bi 11, passed it to Congress, who enacted it as 

40 USC 484. 
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OPTIMUM RESULTS FROM PATENT DISPOSITION CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED THROUGH 

NEGOTIATED DISPOSALS 

For reasons which are discussed below, the authority to dispose of 

Government patents by negotiation is necessary to insure disposition of 

patents in a reasonable manner and to secure the rapid transfer of 

technology to the public market place. 

A patent is a collection of rights, the right to make, the right to 

use, the right to sell, and the right to exclude others from uSing any of 

the aforementioned rights. A patent holder· can assign all his rights to 

one person, or he can transfer a more limited ri ght to one or more persons. 

Thereby the patent hol der can 1 i cense- a means for trans ferri ng ri ghts- one 

person or several persons to make, use, and sell the invention under an 

infinite variety of conditions, or the patent holder can transfer the whole 

patent. The only practical method of sale, which will provide a vehicle 

whereby both the vendee and the vendor can consider and i\gree upon what 

combination of rights and conditions under the patent, they will respectively 

buy and sell, is a negotiated sale. 

In order to be commercially useful, a substantial number of patented 

inventions licensed by the Government, need further development. Therefore, 

when licensing a patent, the Government must insure that the licensee has 

the qUillificationsnecessary for developing the invention covered. If patents 

were licensed under the general disposal provision of this Act, which requires 

a public sale after advertising, patents would have to be licensed to the 

highest bidder regardless of whether such bidder was considered qualified 

to develop the patent. Again, negotiation is the only practical method of 

disposal which would allow the selection of a qualified licensee. 
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We believe that Congress intended to authorize the disposition of 

Government owned patented through negotiated sale in the Federal Property and 

Administrative Services Act. Evidence which supports this belief 

is set forth below: 

A. The purpose of the '58 Amendment was to provide a 

charter in the field of disposal comparable to the one for 

procurement contained in Title III. And more specifically, 

as pointed out ·by Mr. Gffigue during the Senate Hearings of 

the Committee on Government Operation, the purpose was to 

provide a permanent charter for negotiated sales, which 

woul d correspond to theauthori ty for negoti ated procure

ment in title III. 

The procurement authority granted in Titl e I II extended 

"to the General Services Administration the 
principles of the Armed Services Procurement 
Act of 1947, with appropriate modification 
principally desi gned to el imi nateprovis ions 
applicable primarily to the military."·S. Rept. 
No. 1158, 81 Cong.~ 1st Sess. (1949)·p. 94 

Title III adopted most of the sections of the Armed Services 

Procurement Act of 1947, including those which authorized procure

ment by negotiation, such as section (2)(c)(10). This section 

authorized procurement by negotiation of property and services 

for which it is impracticable to secure competition. According 

to the Senate Committee that reviewed this section of the Armed 

Services Procurement Act of 1974, patent coverage was.listed as 

, 
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a reason making it impracticable to secure competition and justifying 

the procurement of the property or services through negotiation. 

Si nce under Ii t1 e II I patent coverage cou1 d be cited as a reason 

for negotiation, it could be concluded from Congress's stated 

intent, that there was to be a corresponding section in this 

amendment whi ch involved patents as a jus tifi cation for di sposa1 

of property through negotiation. This conclusion is not disturbed 

by the Comptroller General's interpretation of 10 USC 2304 (a)(10) 

(former section (2)(c)(10) of the Armed Services Protection Act) 

in 119 USPQ 187 (Oct. 6, 1958), requiring purchase from a low bidder 

whether or not the patent holder, since this opinion was given months 

after the '58 Amendment'.was enacted. 

B. Another section of Title III (41 USC 252 (ll)) authorizes the 

procurement of research and development work by negotiation. 

Again, considering the purpose of the '58 Amendment as pOinted out 

by Mr. Gasque, it would seem that Congress would provide for a 

corresponding section for disposal by negotiatfon of patented. 

inventions in return for their further development. There is little 

difference between the Government licensing a patented invention to 

a party who will aeve10p it to the point of commercial utility, and 

the Government procurement of that same development for a fee. 

The only difference here would lie in the consideration being offered 

by the Government - a license under a patent rather than a fee. 
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C. Since negotiation is the only practical method for disposition 

of Governemnt owned patents, the authority to dispose of patents 

by negotiation is necessary for the normal performance of agency 

duties. It would be logical to assume that Congress would authorize 

such -for an orderly performance of agency duti es. 

D. When Senator Stewart addressed the issue of patent disposal· 

during the Senate hearings on Senate· Bill S.2065, he stressed 

the need for special treatment of disposal of this property. 

Obviously, no such special disposal provision was written into 

either the Surplus Property Act, or the first draft of the 

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act. Since patents 

were clearly property which could be disposed of under the Act, 

Congress must have been satisfied that, the ·genera1 disposal language 

of the Acts adequately provided for the disposition of patents. 

This conclusion is supported by the fact that the Surplus Property 

Act of 1944 authorized negotiated disposal of substantially all 

surplus property without requiring special authority to do so. 

Further, the first draft of the Federal Property and Administrative 

Services Act also provided such a general authority, although only 

for a year. 

In 1958, several years after the year long general authority 

·granted in the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act 

lapsed, an Amendment was enacted which granted permanent authority 

• to dispose of surplus property by negotiation in defined instances. 

Because the former Acts granted the authority to dispose of patents 

by negotiation, an inference can be drawn, that the '58 Amendment 
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was intended to provide the same authority as that granted in the 

earlier Act. This inference is buttressed by the following 

argument: Patents .had always been included as property Ivhich was 

disposable under the Acts either by advertisement or through 

negotiation at the Administrator's discretion. Since patents 

were. riot specHi ta llyexc1uded in the '58 Amendment., piitents 

can be presumed to be disposable ,by negotiation,.as longijs.the 

cjrcums tances surroundi ngthe di spos iti oncom[ily with one of 

.theinstances (or .. wgichdisposaTby.negoti.ation is authorized. 
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EXAMINATION OF THE NEGOTIATION AUTHORITY IN THE ACT FOR A SECTION WHICH 

COULD SUPPORT A GOVERNMENT -WIDE PATENT LIW1SII~G POLlCY 

The Act requires, in all but a few instances, that surplus property 

be disposed of by public sale af.ter advertising. The exceptions to the 

public sale requirement, or the instances in which disposal by negotiated 

sales are authorized, were incorporated into the Act by Amendment in 1958 

as 40 USC 484. These provisions were desi gned to provide for the instances 

in which the General Services Administrator found it beneficial to dispose 

of surplus property by negotiation. 

To insure disposition of Government patents in a reasonable manner, 

under the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act, it is necessary 

to find a section which authorizes the disposal of Government patents by 

negotiated sale in the Act. And further, if uniformity is to be maintained 

for the disposal of all Government patents authority must be found in the 

Act which could support.a Government-wide patent policy which would be 

equally applicable to all patent disposals for all Executive Departments 

and Agencies. 

After examining each exception, as set forth as follows, to determine 

whether it was capable of supporti ng a Government-wi de patent 1i cens i ng 

policy as mentioned above, it was concluded for reasons which follow 

each exception section respectively, that only section (e)(5}' could 

possibly support such a policy. 
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484 (e)(3) 

Di sposa 1 s and contracts for di sposa 1 may be negoti ated under 

regulations prescribed by the Administrator, without regard 

to paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection (the provisions 

for public sale) but subject to obtaining such competition 

as is feasible under the circumstances if: (parenthetical added) 

(A) Necessary in the public interest during the 
.period of national emergency declared by the 
President or the Congress, with respect to 
a particular lot or lots of personal 
property or, for a period not exceeding three 
months, property as determined by the 
Administrator; 

Comment: A Government-wide patent policy cannot be 
based upo.n the 1 imitation that a license 
may only be granted during a National 
emergency or for three months as determined 
by the Administrator. 

(B) The public health,safety,or national security 
will thereby be promoted by a particular 
disposal of personal property; 

Comment: A Government-wide patent policy cannot be 
limited to subject matter \~hich is classified 
only in the health, safety, or national 
security areas, but a pol icy appl i cab 1 e to HEI1, 
VA, and DOT, could be based upon this Section since 
substantially all the inventions of these agencies 
are in the area of health and safety. 

From the following example, g·iven during the 
Senate Committee hearings on S. 2224, it appears 
that an overriding concern of the drafters was, 
quick delivery of the health product. 

"(B) If the public health, safety, or 
national security will thereby be 
promoted. There are three elements in 
there: Health, safety, and national 
security. We would like to cite an. 
exampl e of the pub 1 i c health aspect. 

We had a case several years ago 
where specially designed equipment was 
manufactured for the Governme.nt to make 
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yellow fever vaccine during a period 
when no manufacturer could be found who 
would undertake manufacture of the 
vaccine. 

The Government finally found one 
such company. If he could buy this Govern
ment equipment, he could be in production 
in 60 days: otherwise this production 
would start in about 6 months. Only a 
90-day total inventory of yellow fever 
vaccine was available so that speed was 
important. If he brought new equipment 
then the Government-owned equipment 
would be worthless, since he was the Gin1y 
manufacturer would could use that equip
ment." Hearings before Senate Committee 
on S. 2224 (Federal Property and Records 
Management), 85th Cong., 1st Sess. (1957) 
p. 27. 

From the following example, also given during the 
Senate Committee hearings, it seems that the 
drafters did not feel wide scale advertising 
was necessary in disposing under this section. 
The drafters bel ieved that the Agency officials. 
would know who was interested in the product, 
from experience the Agency officials had in 
the area. 

"Mr. Tuttl e, Yes sir. There are cases 
where a Government agency, such as in the 
medicine case, has such technical knowlege 
of a particular drug, who its suppliers are, 
who its manufacturers are, that it is a' 
very simple matter to determine who is' 
interested in buying this deteriorated drug 
and to determine that there is no use trying 
wide-advertisin~ 

We must try to sell it to somebody who 
can handle it." (Id. at p. 21-22) 

(C) Public exigency \~ill not admit of the delay incident 
to advertising certain personal property; 

Comment: From the legislative history of the Act this section 
. is directed towards perishable whose value or usefulness 

rapidly diminishes. Patent property does not rapidly 
diminish in value or utility, therefore, patents are 
not property which could be disposed of under this 
section. . 
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(D) The personal property involved is ofa 
nature and quantity which, if disposed 
of under paragraphs (1) and (2) of this 
subsection, it would cause such an impact 
on an industry or industries as adversely 
to effect the national economy, and the 
estimated fair market value of such property 
other satisfactory terms disposal can be 
obtained by negotiation; . 

Comment: From the legislative history of the Act this 
section is directed towards the disposal of 

·a large quantity of goods. A sound govern
wi de-\~i de patent pol icy mus t requi re patents 
to be disposed of on a case by case basis, 
therefore this section could not support 
a Government-wide patent· policy. 

(E) The estimate fair market value of the property 
involved does not exceed $1,000; 

Comment: A Government-wide patent licensing policy 
cannot be constrai ned by pri ce 1 imi. ta ti ons .. 

(F) Bid prices after advertising therefore are not 
reasonable (either as to all or some part of the 
property) or have not been independently arri ve.d 
at in open competition; 

Comment: A basic requirement of a Government-wide patent 
policy is that it enables negotiation from the 
inception of the disposal. Since ·this section 
allows negotiation only after an unsuccessful 
public sale has been conducted, it is not 
capable of supporting the aforementioned policy. 

(G) With respect to real property only, the character 
or condition of the property or unusual circum
stances make it impractical to advertise publicly 
for competitive bids and the fair market value of 
the property and other satisfactory terms of 
disposal can be obtained by negotiation; 

Comment: Since this section authorized the negotiated 
disposal of real property only, paten1s., which 
are personal property cou1 d not b.e diSPos.ed of 
under th.ts, secti on . 
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(H) The disposal will be to States, territories, 
possessions, political subdivisions thereof, 
or taxsupported~encies therein,· and the 
estimated fair market value of the property 
and other satisfactory terms of disposal are 
obtained by negotiation; 

Comment: A Government-wide patent cannot be 
restricted to the limited number of potential 
purchasing parties listed in this section 
especially in 1 ight of the fact that the parties 
listed here have little, if any, capability to 
bring the patented invention involved to:the 
marketplace. 

(1) Otherwise authorized by this Act; .. 

Comment: There is no other section in this Act which 
authorizes the disposal of patents by 
negotiated sale. 

484 (~)( 4) 

Disposals and contracts for disposal of surplus real and 

related personal property through contract realty brokers 

employed by the Admi ni s tra tor sha 11 be made in the manner 

followed in similar commercial transactions under such 

regulations as may be prescribed by the Administrator: 

Provided, that such regulations shall require that wide 

publ ic notice of avai1abil ity of the property for disposal 

be given by the brokers. 

Comment: This section authorized disposal of real property 
and related personeal property. Since patents are 
personal property they cannot be disposed of under 
this section. 
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484 (e)(5) 

Negoti ated sales of personal property at 'fi xed pri ces' 

may be made by the Administrator either directly or through 

the use of disposal contractors without regard to the 

limitation set forth in paragraphs (1) and (2) of this 

subsection: Provi ded, that such sal es shall be pub 1 i ci zed 

to the extent consistent with the value and nature of the property 

involved, that the prices established shall reflect the 

estimated fair market value thereof, and that such sales 

shall be limited to those categories of personal property 

as to which the Administrator determines that such method 

of disposal will best serve the interests of the Government; 

(emphasis added) 

Comment: The language of this section clearly authorized 
the Administrator to dispose of certain classes 
of personal property by negotiated sale, when he 
determines that in the interests of the Govern
ment this class of pro'perty should be so disposed. 
Therefore; if the ~dministrator determined that 
in the interests of the Government, patents, as 
a class of property, should be disposed of by 
negotiated sale; this section could support 
a Government-wide patent policy. 

From an exp1 anati on appeari ng in the commi ttee reports, secti on 

484(e) (5):authortzes., the Administratol" to make a determination that a certain 

class of property shou1~ be disposed of bya negotiated sale, and it 

further authorizes the Administrator to exercise his discretion as 

to whether to dispose of the property himself or to dispose of the property 
• through a disposal contractor. The authority, to hire a disposal 

contractor was suggested by the Hoover Commission as being necessary, 
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"that in certain selected, highly t~chnical categories 
the Government ought to endeavor to use commercial 
concerns highly qualified in the marketing of such 
items." Hearings before Senate Committee on S. 2224 
(Federal Property and Records r~anagement), 85th Cong., 
1st Sess. (1957), p. 27. 

The fo11owing, i,s the only example cited in the Committee 

Reports as being within 484(e)(5): 

"greater net revenues can be obtained by sell ing certain 
types of surplus persona 1 property at ftxed~ pr'i ces in 
advance of side at current market levels with wide 
advertising of these fixed prices.(emphasis added) 

Examples are complete aircraft having commercial value, 
aircraft engines, vehicles, and in some cases spare 
parts." (Ibi d) 

Considering the inordinate stress which was placed upon the 

authority to hire disposal contractors in the legislative history, 

and the purpose gi ven for the hiri ng of these contractors, and 

the type of property listed in the above examples; we feel that 

'Iilis section was designed, primarily for the disposal of highly 

technical classes of personal property in which patentsmust 

surely be included. Based on the explanation of this section by 

Mr. Tuttle during the Senate Committee hearings (Ibid) we also 

feel that the Administrator is authorized to dispose of such 

property himself if he pcsse§es,the necessary expertise, or is 

authorized to employ disposal contractors if he does not possess 

the technical expertise required to make a proper disposal. Tnis 

alternative discretion in the Administrator appears to be antipatory 

of the 1 i cens ing function undertaken by NTIS. The Government woul d 

not undertake disposal of the highly technical class of personal 
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property to be covered by this section, before an expertise equal 

to that of the described disposal contractors was developed in the 

Government. 

Before this section can be used there are two requirements which 

must be satisfied, the first is notice of sale, and the second is that 

the property disposed of; must' be; sold at a .fixedpri-ce. Since the means 

for compliance with the first requirement is obvious, it need not be 

covered here. As to the second requirement of fixed price, there is 

no explanation of this term in the Legislative history. We have 

interpreted fixed price to mean the "best deal" for the Government, 

rather than maximum monetary return. This interpretation will allow 

the Administrator to fix the price of what is being sold in money, 

other consideration or some combination of the two. This broad 

interpretation is necessary because there will be instances in which 

it is in the public interest, and therefore the "best deal" for the 

Government to fix consideration in' terms rather than money. An example 

of such a situation usually occurs when the Government is to license 

a patent generated by a Research and Development Agency. 

Patented inventions generated by these agepcies in large measure 

requi re further testi ng and development before they are commerci a 11y 

useful. These inventions ordinarilY represent a substantial improve

ment to the technology existing in the market place. It would therefore 

seem that the "best deal" for the public and the Government would be the 

rapid delivery of these inventions to the public at a reasonable cost. 
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If the Government charges large licensing fees, it could result in 

increasing the cost to the public of the invention, for the cost of the goods 

to the pub Ii c wi 11 be fi gured by addi ng the cost Of the license to the 

cost of the reduction to practice of the inver'lti,on. Therefore, under 

these circumstances, the most important part of the "fixed price" 

is the plan of development which a licensee is willing to be committed 

tO,rather than a money return to the Government. 

We have not investigated section 484(e)(5) further because as previously 

mentioned section 484(e)(3)(B) authorizes the disposal by negotiated 

sale of patents in which HEW, VA, or DOT have a proprietary interest. 

P.S. An amusing corollary to the above is that if you accept the 
'argument used in Public eitizen, that the Departments must 
have statutory authority to di spose o:fi future i nventi ons, the 
above would support an argument that the Act provides such 
authority. . 
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